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Competitive Exploration of ‘Quick Add’ Functionality Across 7 
Retailers  
 
Summary 
Between the 7 retailers that were assessed (Target, Home Depot, Big Lots, Jet, Best Buy, 
Staples, and Office Depot) it’s clear that no retailer handles Quick Add perfectly, however some 
retailers handle it better than others.  
 
While all retailers on desktop provided at least some availability messaging on the grid, either in 
place of a button or in addition to, mobile and desktop functionality diverged sometimes 
drastically for several retailers, and availability was not always provided on mobile. The retailers 
with the best implementation of Quick Add have nimble fulfillment allowing the majority of their 
listed products to be purchased online coupled with granular availability messaging in addition 
to Quick Add functionality (as opposed to in place of).  
 
Target is the only retailer to provide the user with a modal for SKU building, all other retailers 
build SKUs by sending users to the PDP. 
 
Minimum for Implementation: 

● Availability messaging for items unable to be purchased online (unavailability 
messaging) 

● PDP redirects for items unavailable for online purchase 
● PDP redirects for SKU building 

 
Competitive Opportunities: 

● Nimble fulfillment options to ensure a majority of products are able to be added from grid 
● Granular availability messaging in addition to Add to Cart functionality 
● SKU building through modal 
● Uniform functionality across device types 

 
Mobile Quick Add Features 
Feature Percentage Yes 

Multi-button labels/states 66% 

Removed Button 33% 

Button AND availability messaging 66% 

Button OR availability messaging 16% 

Diff selection modal 16% 

Diff selection on PDP 83% 

A2C adds hero selection to cart 33% 

Same functionality on desktop 66% 
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Target 
Button States: “add to cart”,  “view details”, and “only in stores” (deactivated). 
 

● The difference between “only in stores” and “view details” is unclear (see below). A 
conversation with a customer service representative revealed that it has something to do 
with their safety stock, but the exact logic as to when Target uses “view details” vs. “only 
in stores” remains unclear. 

 
● For items with variances, a modal is triggered for the user to build their SKU. 
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Target availability messaging: “get it by”, “limited stock”, and no message at all. 
 

● “Get it by” seems to apply to any product that can be shipped and has plenty of stock. 
However, in some instances no message at all is used. 

 
● “Limited stock” seems to apply to any product that can be shipped but has limited stock 

for shipping. Limited stock in-store does not seem to affect this messaging. 
 

● No message at all is used for items that can not be picked up in store regardless of 
whether they can be shipped or not. No message is also used in any instance where a 
“view details” or “sold in stores” buttons are also used. 

 

 
 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Target 

Multi-button labels/states Y 

Removed Button N 

Button AND availability messaging Y 

Button OR availability messaging N 

Diff selection modal Y 

Diff selection on PDP N 

A2C adds hero selection to cart N 

Same functionality on desktop Y 
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Home Depot 
Home Depot’s website is not completely responsive so functionality differs between mobile and 
desktop. 
 
Mobile 
Home Depot does not use Quick Add on Mobile. The reasoning for this is unknown, but based 
on the amount of availability messaging they display on grid, coupled with the length of their 
product names, it’s possible that product cards would require too much screen real estate.  
 

 
 
Desktop 
Button states: “Add To Cart”, “Choose Your Options”, or no button at all.  
 

● “Add To Cart” is available for almost all items, because Home Depot utilizes SFS, STS, 
and BOPIS to ensure that the majority of their items are available directly from the grid.  

  
● The only instance when Home Depot does not display a button is when the item is not 

available at the customer’s store, not available to be shipped to the customer’s store, 
and not available to be shipped to the customer. In those rare instances Home Depot 
displays clear messaging that the item is unavailable. 

 
● The “Choose Your Options” button sends the user to the PDP to select differentials. 

Paint, for instance, requires users to choose paint volume. Oddly, however, “Choose 
Your Options” is not used on certain items with color variances. Tile, for example, has 
color options, but when “Add To Cart” is selected, the color option displayed in the hero 
is option that gets added to the cart. 
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Home Depot Availability Messaging: “Shipping available”, “Ship to store”, “Pick it up”, “Out of 
stock online”, “Not sold in stores” 
 
All of Home Depot’s product cards have granular availability messaging, offering helpful icons 
and links for seeing stock, pick-up options, SFS, or STS options. 
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Big Lots 
Card states: “Add To Cart” button, “In Store Only” messaging with no button, and price range 
with no button. 
 

● Big Lots circumvents much of the diff selection process by pulling some product 
variances, such as color, out of the stack and displaying them as separate products to 
be added to cart. 

 
● Collections and some product variances, such as size (which would create duplicate 

pictures of products on the grid), display a price range and no button. Clicking on these 
cards takes the user to a stacked PDP, similar to Academy’s bundle pages, that show 
the products separately in a listview. 

 
● Products that are unable to be shipped to customers, either due to stock availability or 

other reasons display “In Store Only” messaging with no button. 
 

 
Big Lots pulls color variances from the product stack, eliminating the need for most diff selection 
in their product offerings. 
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Some products keep their variances in a stack and display a price range with no button. Users 
go to the PDP to see diffs. 
 
Big Lots availability messaging: “In-store Only”, “Online Only” 

 
Items not available for shipping display “In Store Only” messaging with no Add To Cart button. 
Items not available in store display “Online Only” messaging with an Add To Cart button. 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Big Lots 

Multi-button labels/states N 

Removed Button Y 

Button AND availability messaging N 

Button OR availability messaging Y 

Diff selection modal N 

Diff selection on PDP Y 

A2C adds hero selection to cart N 

Same functionality on desktop Y 
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Jet.com 
Card states: “Add To Cart” button,  “Choose Options” button, and “not currently available” 
messaging with no button. Jet.com is an online-only retailer and therefore avoids some 
complexity regarding in-store availability. 
 

 
  

● “Add To Cart” applies to most of their product offerings and is available for any item 
without a diff. 

 
● “Choose Options” applies to any item that does have diffs to select and directs the user 

to the PDP to make selections. 
 

● In the instance that an item is unavailable, no button is shown and unavailability 
messaging is displayed. 

 
Jet availability messaging: “Delivery” or “Unavailable” 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Jet 

Multi-button labels/states Y 

Removed Button N 

Button AND availability messaging Y 

Button OR availability messaging N 

Diff selection Modal N 

Diff selection on PDP Y 

A2C adds hero selection to cart N 

Same functionality on desktop Y 
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Best Buy 
Button states: “Add to Cart”, “Check Stores”, and “Sold Out” (deactivated)  
 
Best Buy offers availability messaging and changes button states based on product availability. 
 

● If an item is available for shipping and/or pickup, the Add to Cart button is active. 
 

● If an item is only available in-store and is not available at the user’s chosen store, a 
“Check Stores” button is used. 

 
● If an item is completely sold out, both online and in-store, a deactivated “Sold Out” 

button is displayed and availability messaging is removed.  

 
Best Buy does not offer diff selection in a modal; it indicates that more colors are available with 
a “See More Colors” link under the hero that sends the user to the PDP. Selecting “Add to Cart” 
for products with variances adds the hero option to the cart. 
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Best Buy availability messaging: “Shipping:”, “Store Pickup:” 
 

 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Best Buy 

Multi-button labels/states Y 

Removed Button N 

Button AND availability messaging Y 

Button OR availability messaging N 

Diff selection modal N 

Diff selection on PDP Y 

A2C adds hero selection to cart Y 

Same functionality on desktop Y 
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Staples 
The Staples website is not responsive, and therefore has differing functionality between mobile 
and desktop.  
 
Mobile 
Button states: Add to cart icon or elipsus 
 

● On mobile, all items appear to be eligible for adding to the cart, even items that are 
in-store only. It appears that the mobile site automatically designates those items as 
BOPIS orders. 

 
● The elipsus on mobile correlates to the “choose options” button on desktop. This is for 

items that have diffs, and directs the user to the PDP.

 
Staples mobile availability messaging: “1-hour pickup”, “In-store only”  
 
Desktop 
Button states: “add to cart”, “choose options”, “available in-store only” (deactivated), “1-hour 
pickup”  
 

● Desktop offers a separate button for BOPIS, labeled “1-hour pick up” 
 

● If an item is unavailable for shipping, the add to cart button is deactivated while the 
“1-hour pickup” button remains active. Not all items are available for pick up, and in 
those instances the “1-hour pickup” button is removed. 

 
● “Choose options” is for items that have diffs and directs the user to the PDP. 
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Staples desktop availability messaging: none (messaging in button labels) 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Staples 

Multi-button labels/states Y 

Removed Button N 

Button AND availability messaging Y 

Button OR availability messaging N 

Diff selection modal N 

Diff selection on PDP Y 

A2C adds hero selection to cart N 

Same functionality on desktop N 
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Office Depot / Office Max 
The Office Depot site is not responsive and offers differing experiences between mobile and 
desktop.  
 
Mobile 
Button States: “Add to Cart” or no button 
 

● All products in stock on mobile offer an “add to cart” button regardless of whether 
products have variances or not. If a product has variances, the option displayed in the 
hero is the option that gets added. 

 
● If an item on mobile is out of stock, the “add to cart” button is removed. 

 

 
 
Availability messaging: None (button removed) 
 
Desktop 
Button States (desktop): “Add to Cart” or “View Details” 
 

● If an item on desktop has variances, the button label is changed to “view details” 
directing the user to the PDP.  

 
● If an item on desktop is out of stock, the “Add to Cart” button is still displayed and the 

user is given an error message with suggested alternatives when the user tries to add 
the item. 
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Availability messaging: “ Free in-store Pick Up” (items out of stock are handled with error 
messages) 
 
Mobile Features 
Feature Office Depot 

Multi-button labels/states N 

Removed Button Y 

Button AND availability messaging N 

Button OR availability messaging N 

Diff selection modal N 

Diff selection on PDP Y 

A2C adds hero selection to cart Y 

Same functionality on desktop N 

 


